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Abstract. The crystallographic control technology in the aluminum wire drawing
process is a key technology in the aluminum industries, which produces high-strength
bars and wires for the electric, automotive and aircraft parts. A newly proposed “process
metallurgy” computational technology in the industrial forming process consists of the
two-scale finite element (FE) analyses and the texture evolution prediction scheme. We
developed two-scale FE analyses code based on the crystallographic homogenization
method by considering the hierarchical structure of polycrystal aluminum material.
It can be characterized as the combination of two-scale structure, such as the microscopic
polycrystal structure and the macroscopic elastic plastic continuum. Micro polycrystal
structure is modelled as a three dimensional representative volume element (RVE).
RVE is featured as 3×3×3 (totally 27) eight-nodes solid finite elements, which has
totally 216 crystal orientations. This FE analyses code can predict the deformation,
strain and stress evolutions in the wire drawing processes in the macro-scale, and
simultaneously the crystal texture and hardening evolutions in the micro-scale. In this
study, we analyzed the texture evolution in the “three passes” wire drawing processes
under conditions of specified drawing angles of die. We evaluated the texture evolution
in the surface and center regions of the wire cross section, and to clarify the effects of
processing conditions on the texture evolution.
Key words: two-scale analysis, Finite Element Method, optimum design, drawing process,
texture evolution, crystal plasticity, process metallurgy.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aluminum alloy wire is used for the transmission line in the automotive
industries from the viewpoint of weight reduction. However, the aluminum wire
has a problem of low strength, even though its high conductivity. Until now, several
trials have done to generate a high strength and high formability wire introducing
the new concepts of material and process design. The main effort of these studies
has been spent on the mechanical and material analyses at the macro-scale to detect
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the defects in the drawing process and design the die tool by considering the
lubrication and the conventional material. In recent years, the study of drawing
process is devoted on the microstructure design of material, such as the crystallographic morphological design based on the crystal plasticity theory [1]. A specified
texture with a preferred orientation, which is evolved in the drawing process, shows
a high formability and high strength characteristics. Therefore, there occurred a very
high demand to develop a fusion numerical technique of “process metallurgy
simulation” by combining the multi-scale finite element (FE) analysis and the
process optimization algorithm [2–5]. It can control the material property at the
micro-scale – the crystal structure and the texture – through the drawing process
optimization. Inakazu has reported that a particular drawn wire, which has a texture
of {110} <111> orientation, shows a very high strength, by their enormous number of
experimental observations [6]. However, a numerical technique to search the
optimum crystallographic structure by considering the drawing process effect on
the material properties has not been invented yet. In this study, we develop a fusion
simulation technique – a process metallurgy analysis – combined with the twoscale finite element analysis and the texture evolution prediction analysis to design
a new highly functionalized aluminum alloy.
2. TWO-SCALE ELASTIC/ PLASTIC FINTE ELEMENT METHOD
2.1. Macro- and micro-finite element methods

Fig. 1 – Macro continuum and micro polycrystal structures, and coordinates xｉ and yｉ.

Figure 1 shows two-scale structures, such as a macro-continuum Ω and a
micro-crystal structure Y. In the micro-structure, the RVE (representative volume
element) consists of an polycrystal aggregation and is very small compared with
the macro region Ω by a scale factor λ << 1 . We introduce both microscopic and
macroscopic coordinate systems so that physical quantities are represented by two
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different length scales; one is x in the macroscopic region Ω and the other is
y (= x / λ ) in the microscopic region Y. Equations in the micro- and macroscopic
levels are derived by employing defined velocities, U and u .
i

i

U i ( x) = u i0 ( x) : in the macroscopic region,

u i ( x, y ) =

(1)

∂u i0 ( x)
y j + u i1 ( x, y ) : in the microscopic region.
∂x j

(2)

We assume that the perturbed velocity u 1i equals to zero on the boundary of
the micro crystal structure Y, such as u 1i ( x, y ) = 0 , to satisfy the periodicity condition.
The equation of virtual power principle for the micro polycrystalline structure is
expressed as follows:

∫Y ρ ui ( x , y ) δ ui ( x , y ) d Y + ∫Y ν ui ( x , y ) δ ui ( x , y ) d Y
= − ∫ σ ij δ u i , j ( x , y ) d Y
Y

=

δu i ( x, y ) = 0 : on the boundary of region Y,

(3)

(4)

where ρ and ν are the mass density and the viscosity coefficient, respectively.
By solving the governing equation, Eq. (4), we obtain the Cauchy stresses. The
macroscopic Cauchy stress tensor, which means the homogenized stress tensor, is
obtained by averaging Cauchy stresses in microstructure as follows:
σ ijH =

 NG


J G σ ijG 


e =1  G =1

Ne

∑∑

Ne

∑ Je

(5)

e =1

where, σ G
ij is Cauchy stress at Gaussian integration point (IP) G of a finite element
in the microscopic region, J G is the Jacobian at the IP, NG is the total number of IPs.
We introduced the homogenized stress σ ijH and formulate the virtual power
equation of the macro continuum as follows:

∫Ω ρUi (x) δU i (x) dΩ + ∫Ω νU i (x ) δU i (x )dΩ =
=

∫Ω

f i δU i (x )dΩ +

∫Γ

σ

Ti δU i (x ) dΓ −

∫Ω

σijH (x )

∂ δU i (x )
dΩ
∂x j

(6)

where Ω, Γσ , f i and Ti are the volume, force boundary surface, the body force
and the external surface force.
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 + C1u = −F1 : for the micro structure
M 1u

(7)

 + C 0 U
 = −F 0 : for the macro structure
M 0U

(8)

where M and C are the mass and damping matrices, F and P are the internal and
external force vectors, u and U are the micro and macro displacement vectors,
respectively.
The displacement vectors of the next time step for the micro and macro levels
can be updated without solving simultaneous equations. In order to obtain the internal
force vector F, the macroscopic stresses are calculated through homogenization
procedure by using stresses at all Gaussian integration points of micro finite
elements. Therefore, the most of the computation time is consumed in the homogenized stress evaluations in the micro-FE mesh.
2.2. Elastic/crystal plasticity constitutive law

The conventional elastic/crystalline viscoplastic constitutive equation is used
in the micro-polycrystal structure in the finite element procedure [7–12].

γ

(α )

=

γ (0α )

 τ(α )   τ(α )
 (α )   (α )
 g   g





(1 m ) −1

(9)

g (α) = g (α ) ( γ )
g ( α ) =

∑ hαβ

(10)

γ (β) , hαβ = qh( γ ) + (1 − q) h(γ ) δαβ

(11)

(β )

h( γ) = h0 nC {C ( γ 0 + γ )}

n−1

.

(12)

Here, γ (α ) denotes the shear strain rate at the slip system (α), τ ( α ) the resolved
shear stress(RSS), g (α ) the reference shear stress, γ(0α) the reference shear strain rate
and m the material rate sensitivity, hαβ the hardening coefficients, qab the self and
latent hardening matrices, τ0 the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS), h0 the initial
hardening ratio, n the strain hardening exponent and C the hardening coefficient.
The tangent modulus method is introduced for the stable time integration.
Finally, Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress can be related to the rate of deformation Dij
as follows:
Vλ
σˆ ijλ = Cijkl
Dklλ −

R( )
∑
( )

α λ
ij

α

f ( α )λ .

(13)
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3. TWO-SCALE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
FOR DRAWING PROCESS ANALYSES

We constructed FE models for the texture evolution analyses of the drawing
process of the pure aluminum A1050. The crystal orientations measured by SEMEBSD were introduced into integration points of the micro-finite elements of the
representative volume element (RVE). We measured the crystal orientation distribution on the surface by using SEM-EBSD as shown in Fig. 2a and searched
a minimum number of crystal orientations (grains) to represent the crystal plasticity
constitutive law, which satisfied both the periodicity of crystallographic morphology
and constitutive law. Finally we found that 216 crystal orientations were enough
for RVE – 3×3×3 micro finite elements, totally 27 elements. Figure 2b shows the
crystal orientation distributions of RVEs – {111} pole figure.
Three crystal material parameters, τ0, h0 and n, of the hardening evolution
equation (12) were identified by the least square method using FE analyses results
of the uni-axial tension tests through the comparison with the experimental results.
Figure 3 shows stress-strain curves obtained by the experiments of tensile test
in the drawing direction (DD) and the multi-scale FE results by employing 27
(= 3×3×3) micro FEs with 216 Gaussian integration points. Table 2 summarizes
identified crystal plastic material properties.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Material parameter identification of constitutive laws

Parameter identification method and results of temperature-dependent
constitutive equations of elasto-plasticity and crystal plasticity are shown. A true
stress-true strain diagram obtained by a uniaxial tensile test at each temperature of
Nakanishi et al. (12) was used for identification. Curve fitting was performed, and
parameter identification was performed so that the sum of residual sum of squares
at each temperature was minimized. Curve fitting in elasto-plasticity analysis and
crystal plasticity analysis is shown in Fig. 3. The solid line is the analysis result,
and the broken line is the experiment result of Nakanishi et al.

a) crystal orientation distributions obtained by SEM-EBSD
b) {111} pole figure
Fig. 2 – SEM-EBSD measurement results and {111} pole figure of the pure aluminum.
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Fig. 3 – Stress-strain curves obtained by experiments
and FE analyses using RVE-FE model.
Table 1
Material properties of crystal plasticity constitutive model
n
τ0
h0

[MPa]
[MPa]

0.1
4
24

4.2. Finite element models and die tool models

The wire drawing process of diameter reduction was performed by three
conical die passes. We analyzed tree-passes by using the conical dies as shown in
Fig. 4a to investigate the texture evolution at each drawing process. Figure 4a
shows a wire FE models, which diameter is 10 mm and the initial length is 80 mm.
Its macro-continuum FE model employed 8-node iso-parametric solid element, and
a total number of finite elements was 1620. We have modeled so as to enter smoothly
into the conical die by using initially squeezed edge as shown in Fig. 4a. The
micro- FE model – RVE polycrystal model – was divided into 27 (= 3×3×3) 8-node
solid elements with 216 crystal orientations. We employed the enforced displacement in the drawing direction (DD) at the tip of the round wire. We employed
the conical die angle as shown in Fig. 4a such as 6 deg, to design the reduction in
area as 20%. Diameters of die edge were different as shown in Fig. 4b. The coefficient
of friction between the die and wire was set as 0.02.

a) FE models and three conical die models for three-passes drawing process
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b) die set up for three passes wire drawing process
Fig. 4 − Macro-FE models of the wire and three conical dies
for the wire drawing process simulation.

4.3. Crystal plastic plasticity exothermal analysis
We carried out two-scale FE analyses of the three passes wire drawing process.
Figure 5 shows deformed meshes obtained by macro-FE analyses and comparisons of
shear strain distributions of wire FE models at three passes. Figure 5 shows the
axial-radial sectional views of shear strain distributions at three passes, because of
the axisymmetric deformation. It was confirmed that the closer to the surface the
higher the shear strain, and further the more the number of drawing pass the larger
the strain.
Figure 6 shows comparisons of the strain paths of the surface region and the
center region, which correspond to the described macro finite elements, marked by
the red color circle as shown in Fig. 6. The vertical axis shows the shear strain and
the horizontal one the tensile strain in the drawing direction. It was confirmed that
the shear strain increased drastically in the surface region and the tensile strain was
dominated in both the surface and center regions. The strain increased rapidly at
the first and second passes according to the combination effect of the cross
sectional reduction and hardening evolution.
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Fig. 5 − deformed shapes of macro-FE models with shear strain.

Fig. 6 − Strain strain paths of FEs of the surface and the center regions.

Fig. 7 − Texture evolutions at each pass of drawing by employing {111} pole figure
and the inverse pole figure.
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Fig. 8 − ODF results of orientation contours at ϕ2 = 45 deg. plane at 1st, 2nd and 3rd passes.

Figure 7 shows {111} pole figures and the inverse pole figures to compare the
texture evolutions at 1st, 2nd and 3rd passes. We confirmed that the more the pass,
the more the concentration toward {111} orientation. Further, it was demonstrated
that the region closer to the surface, the more the concentration toward {111}
orientation was found. On the other hand, we observed the double texture structure,
{111} and {100} orientations in the center region, which is the typical texture of
FCC metal by drawing process. Figure 8 shows ODF results of orientation contours at
ϕ2 = 45 deg. plane at 1st, 2nd and 3rd passes to compare the texture evolution at the
surface and center regions. The similar results with the pole figures as shown in
Figure 7 were obtained.
5. CONCLUSION

Numerical results of two-scale FE analyses of three passes wire drawing
process show clearly the strain evolution at the macro-scale and the texture evolution at
the micro-scale. It suggests that our two-scale analyses could predict the texture
evolution, as summarized below:
1. The shear strain increases in the surface region and the tensile strain is
dominated in both the surface and center regions.
2. The more the pass, the more the concentration toward {111} orientation in
the surface region is observed. The double texture structure, {111} and {100}
orientations, was found in the center region, which is the typical texture of FCC
metal by drawing process.
In the future, our two-scale FE analyses of multi-passes wire drawing process
will be a powerful tool to design the micro crystallographic structure of wire, by
confirming the strength of wire using the conventional FE analysis code.
Received on December 25, 2017
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